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Common Mistakes on Router Evaluation Are you just wasting your own and your vendors time? Martin Winter Open Source Routing
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Who am I?



Frustrated on not seeing enough demand for good and working routers



‣  Who is Open Source Routing ? • 



Part of ISC (Internet System Consortium)



• 



Non-Profit



• 



Working on Quagga Routing Daemon



‣  Who is Martin Winter ? • 



4 yrs @ Exodus Network Architecture (and Router Testing)



• 



4 yrs @ Cisco trying to build better IOS



• 



5 yrs @ Cisco working with ISPs on testing routers



• 



And now trying to ignite the open source routing revolution 2



Router Evaluation Process Overview



Network Design ‣  Goal is defined ‣  Network Design is discussed & decided ‣  Requirements are collected (and stretch goals) ‣  Affordable price range is agreed (internally) ‣  Pre-Selection of vendors



RFP Request for Proposal



Initial Selection for Testing



PoC Proof of Concept



‣  Requirements discussed with vendors



‣  Selection is done based on RFP responses



‣  Testing in a lab



‣  Simplified List of requirements given to vendor (Excel Sheet?)



‣  Usually only very few vendors are selected for next stage



‣  Simple (but key) tests selected to be run ‣  Just PoC or full test



Final Selection ‣  Build network design based on selection (and hope it works) ‣  Train staff (if new equipment) ‣  Support



‣  Vendor returns with suggested solution and responses to requirements



‣  (Possible) Change Design to fit additional vendors or requirements (à back to RFP Request)



‣  Multiple PoCs or just one?



‣  Profit!
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Network Design Or: how to decide on what you need
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Network Design



Have you asked vendors for their suggestion? MUST: Cannot buy any product without this



Categorize Features



SHOULD: Should, but might work around (change design, with suggestion from vendor) if really needed MAY: Nice to have extras (Bonus points for vendors)



Be Careful with MUST



Need line rate (and what is it for you?) on all ports at same time for smallest packet size? Maybe line rate on 3 out of 4 ports per line card is ok? Which features do you really use? Big cost savings possible with lower requirements!



Relax Demands



How much does your outage cost? Is 99.999% uptime needed? Or cheaper to have simpler design? Cheaper routers, easier troubleshooting, extra spares àshorter time to recovery
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The RFP Process Trying to find the right router to start the testing
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RFP: Do not reduce it to simple Table Avoid selecting a router based on answer of a simple spreadsheet



‣  Your requirements are not single dimensional • 



You need to know what works in your network under your condition



‣  Spreadsheets are (mostly) a waste of time • 



You waste your time (to create them) and the vendors time (to fill them out). 7



Maximum number of BGP routes? Imagine yourself as a vendor. How do you answer?



A Choice B Choice C Choice D Choice



Maximum of routes with internet distribution spread across multiple peers with all the (from you) expected other "normal" configuration on the router and still stable with some flapping? Maximum of routes in BGP with bestpath in FIB and enough memory left to do basic operation, but not stable anymore if more than 5 updates/sec on all the peers combined? Maximum of routes in BGP with invalid nexthop, (not in RIB or FIB) while using all available memory (after optimizing the memory to disable all other protocols and allocating everything to BGP) and only 1 peer? Maximum of sequential routes with the same nexthop in BGP sent down to RIB and FIB (but possible optimized to a single route in FIB and RIB as they are all sequential?)
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Maximum number of BGP peers? Imagine yourself as a vendor. How do you answer?



A Choice B Choice C Choice D Choice



Maximum number of stable BGP peers with your number of routes, a IGP protocol in background, SNMP polling, Netflow statistics gathering, some IGP & BGP flapping while still being able to login and manage the router? Maximum number of BGP peers with the number of routes from the previous question spread out over all the peers and no flapping at all, using all memory for BGP? Maximum number of BGP peers with 10 routes each and no flapping at all, using all memory for BGP?



Maximum number of BGP peers with NO routes each and using all memory exclusively for BGP? 9



Maximum number of IPv4 FIB entries? Imagine yourself as a vendor. How do you answer?



A Choice B Choice C Choice D Choice



Maximum number of routes pushed to FIB from BGP and IGP protocol, with the line cards you need, some route flapping while still being able to manage the router? (And have everything converged in “reasonable” time?) Maximum number of routes from BGP pushed to FIB, no load-sharing, no IGP running, stable routing table and don’t care how long it takes to learn the routes? Maximum number of routes in FIB with the best available line cards for the system (even if you plan for older/cheaper cards) with all sequential routes pointing to a single egress interface? “Maximum number” under very best special lab condition unrelated and never achieved in any real network? 10



Building a RFP



Suggestions for a better RFP



‣  Consider giving as much detail as possible on your idea of the Network Design • 



It helps the vendor to suggest the best possible box and mention the specific strengths of their solution.



• 



Give a vendor a chance to propose a different design if they think their box may work better if it’s done different.



‣  If you ask specific questions, then refer to design • 



Ask the question for scale numbers based on your network design (with everything else going on) and not as a isolated number. But be aware that this may make it very difficult for vendors to answer 11



Analyzing RFP responses



What do you do with the responses from the RFP?



‣  1st Selection based on RFP responses • 



Do you know for sure which requirements are a MUST?



• 



Do you have the resources to verify the answers in a lab or do you have to make the final decision at this time?



• 



Does any vendor have a great idea of some requirements you forgot? à 2nd round of RFP?



‣  How many solutions do you have after the RFP? • 



If only one vendor has a working solution, then you either do something very special or wrong. Consider the risk. 12



The Testing / PoC Trying to find out if it really works…
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No resources for testing?



Maybe it’s a smaller project and can’t afford the time or lab



‣  Can you explain the network / requirement very well? • 



If yes, then maybe you can get the vendor to guarantee a solution? (Avoid the RFP mistakes!)



‣  Do you trust a vendor enough to justify not testing? ‣  Considered outsourcing testing to independent contractor? ‣  Can you do some limited testing / Proof of Concept at the vendors lab? • 



Some vendor may be setup with lab for large in-depth testing while others barely do a useful demo



‣  Vendor does the test for you àDemo, not Testing! 14



Competitive Background from Vendor



Talk to each vendor and ask them if they know any pitfalls on the competing product



‣  Nobody is perfect • 



Every vendor has issues – but do they matter to you? Ignore if irrelevant to you



‣  Use as a “hint” to add to tests ‣  Do not believe it – unless verified • 



It might be outdated information, it might be rumors.



• 



Add to test plan and verify yourself
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Do not (never!) let vendor run the test



Explain the rules and make it clear that you are running the tests up front and it will be fair for everyone



‣  Vendor can provide the setup. But you run the test • 



Vendor cannot access or touch the equipment during the test. Not local and not from remote.



• 



Vendor can tell you what to type, but you document & execute it. You type all commands (incl troubleshooting)



‣  One version of software for the whole test • 



You can’t swap the code in production when you add BGP or any other feature. Same rules for vendor



‣  Use a released version of code • 



Unless you have VERY GOOD reasons against it (beta?)
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Other pitfalls in testing ‣  Test useful? Pulling a RP ≠ RP Failure



• 



‣  Do you test troubleshooting? • 



Maybe a simple game in hiding a problem and your colleague needs to find it might be useful



‣  Do not accept “hidden” commands Unless:



•  -  -  -  - 



You really know what you are doing PLUS you will be able to use the same command in production PLUS Vendor will support it (do you have this in writing?) PLUS Understand impact/behavior on rest of the system



‣  You will find bugs • 



Use as test for support. Document them. Track them.
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Evaluating Support Service I hope this is part of your evaluation
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Different User = Different Service



How much do you need to depend on support? How long does it take for bug fixes?



‣  Great to ask around about service quality, but • 



They might be a reference for vendor



• 



They may be a large customer



• 



They may be in a different location



• 



The may have exceptional support team



‣  Verify service • 



You may not be able to “test” a RMA, but try to ask some technical questions to get a feeling 19



Spare Parts



How much do you need to depend on support? What happens if spare parts are unavailable?



‣  Where are they? • 



Same country? Same city? At your location?



• 



How long until you have them in your hands? (Guarantees?)



‣  Can you reduce the diversity? • 



Which platforms share the same parts? (Do not guess – ASK!)



• 



Can you afford to buy extra spare parts and reduce support costs? 20



Other (often) forgotten things Are these part of your evaluation?
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Training



Does your staff know the equipment? Or is it easy for them to learn and master the it?



‣  Are you the only user or popular equipment? • 



Can you find staff to maintain?



‣  How expensive will it be to train staff? ‣  How difficult to master your deployment? • 



Outages cost money! 22



A few final words Don’t evaluate Golf Game



Don’t evaluate Entertainment Trip



Many vendors may try to socialize and convince you that you are their “best buddy” of you or the higher management.



Free entertainment frequently gets offered by vendors. Remember: It may be the last “free” entertainment if you don’t pick the right router



Don’t evaluate Party with vendor



BUT: Please explain to loosing vendors



Parties are fun, but only to make contacts and get a better relationship – not to replace any hard test results.



Explain to them why they lost the evaluation. Give them a chance to improve their product. You may be grateful you did in a few years.
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Contact Me Martin Winter Technical Lead [email protected] +1 (408) 421-1474
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